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INTRODUCTION 
In a study of the relationships of hip silhouettes to the 
corresponding body measurements Sister Liguori Philipsz (20) 
found that her subjects differed enough in the shape of the 
hip curve of the body to make 1t possible to classify them 
1nto three d1fferent groups. Her f1ndings empha,sized the fact 
that even though several persons are the same size they may be 
very different in shape. One question which arose was: IIWould 
fitt1ng problems be simp11fied 1f the hip silhouette could be 
'transplanted' to the proper location in the side seam of the 
skirt pattern?1I 
Present pattern alteration methods make little reference 
to the curved shape of the hips. Most skirt alteration methods 
advocate that the pattern be slashed either lengthwise or 
crosswise and spread apart the amount needed to increase the 
size or that the pattern be folded into a lengthwise or cross-
wise pleat to decrease the size. EVans (9, pp. 261-265), Ryan 
(23, p. 405), Early et al. (5, pp. 1-3, 30-41) and Green (II, 
pp. 140-143) employ this method. E~1in (8, p. 16) and Unit 
Method Qf Sew1ng (15, pp. 44-45) frequently add a slash per-
pendicular to the first slash. The purpose of this slash is 
to control width in the lO\'ler part of the skirt re,ther than 
to change the curve around the hip. One of the principles 
stressed 1n this slash-and-spr..:;ad method was that of maintain-
ing the or1ginal pattern outline. Pioken (22, p. 56), Ryan 
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(23, pp. 405-410) and Hillhouse (13, p. 125) subscribe to this 
principle. An opposite view is taken by Bane (2, p. 59) and 
Siemen (24'- p. 14) who suggest that alterations can be made 
at seam lines. 
Reference to fitting the body curves is made by Hall (12, 
p. 240) who wr1tes: 
The conventional method of fitting the figure by 
sp11tting and spread1ng the pattern will be used 
only to lengthen certain sections but cannot be 
employed for f1tting the curves of the figure or 
for fitting posture. This method of pattern 
alteration may accomplish the purpose of 'not 
altering the l1nes of the pattern' but it does 
not produce the result des1red: 'f1tt1ng the 
f1gure' • . . • 
Mansf1eld (17, p. 59) gave seamline alterations as her 
first preference stating that "The most obvious method of f1 t-
ting a pattern to the body is to slope or curve seam lines 
along body curves. II 
Neither of these authors, however, gave specific direc-
tions for fitting the hip curve. 
-\ 
\ 
A pattern alterat10n method which would I transplant I the / 
I 
hip silhouette onto the side seam of the pattern would take 
into account individual differences. The major purpose of 
this study was to explore the possib1lity of developing such 
a method. 
The basic skirt (also referred to as a straight or fitted 
skirt) presents a more d1ff1~ult fitting problem than do 
skirts of other styles. Th1s skirt has the least fullness or 
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width at the hipline and therefore has a more pronounoed side 
seam curve. When this curve does not fit the individual the 
problem is often traceable to two sources: first, failure to 
establish the correot distance along the hip curve and second, 
the need for more width at the hipbone level three 1nches 
below the waist. The use of a hip silhouette alteration method 
might make it easy to correct these two problems. The basic 
skirt was chosen, therefore, as the medium for the development 
of a hip silhouette method of pattern alteration. 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
In order to explore the practicability of such a method, 
the general procedure used in this study was that of altering 
a commercial basic pattern, making it up into a muslin skirt 
and fitting it on the subject. On the basis of the results 
obtained. 9 method was established. The problem was explora-
tory in nature., therefore each specific procedure tested and 
the sequence of factors tested wae dependent on the results 
of tqe previous test. 
Commercial Pattern Measurement Study and 
Choice of Pattern to be Altered 
A preliminary study of commercial basic patterns was 
V '. ~ ~., ~ f ' 
made. Measurements were taken of the Misses size 12 skirt 
pattern for each of these basics,e Data obtained from these 
measurements were used in the development of the Hip Sil-
houette Alteration Method. The following commercial baSic 
skirt patterns were measured: 
Simplicity 4252 (a proportioned pattern in medium height) (26) 
Advance 8350 (1) 
Butterick 200 (4) 
McCall's Try-on B 100 (18) 
Simplicity Basic (25) 
Vo gue 3000 (32) 
Else (6) 
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The Else basic pattern was eliminated because the body 
measurements given on the pattern envelope did not correspond 
to those found on the other six pattern envelopes and this 
made it difficult to use it for any comparisons. 
The measurements taken from these six patterns were 
organized in tabular form so that comparisons could be made 
more easily (Appendix A). Often minimal differences of 1/16 
of an inch were disregarded. 
A measurement study was made also of all Vogue patterns 
in ~~sses sizes 10 to 20 to determine the increment in size. 
A table of these measurements was prepared (Appendix B). 
The Vogue basic pattern 30001 was used in this research. 
Factors other than the results of the pattern comparison study 
influenced this choice. The Vogue pattern was available 
locally and it was the pattern used by the pattern mak1ng and 
cloth1ng construction classes at Iowa State University. 
Measurements 
Measurements of the subjects were taten to obtain those 
needed for alteration of the skirt patterns. The measurements 
taken were: 
A. Lengthwise measurements 
IHenceforth reference to the Vogue pattern will be made 
without the use. of the number since it was the only Vogue 
pattern used in the study. 
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1. Walst~to-hlps 
2. Wa1st-to-floor 
3'- Hem-to-floo r 
B. Circumference measurements 
1. Hips 
2. \ialst 
Measuring devices and preparation 
of the subject 
A pliable tape measure was tied 1n place on the subject 
to establish the position of the natural waistline. Th1s tape 
was cons1dered as a replacement of the skirt waistband. Other 
materials whIch have been used for thls purpose are: elastIc, 
suggested by Early et~. (5, p. 6) and strIng or chain, sug-
gested by Strickland (29, p. 14). 
A second tape measure, a plastiC one, was used for the 
circumference measurements and for the waist-to-hip length 
measurement. Another plastIc tape measure, used for the 
waist-to-floor measurements, was stabilized at the lower end 
by attach1ng it to a yardst1ck for about three-fourths of the 
length of the yardstick (Fig. 1). The unattached end could 
be f1tted smoothly along the waist-to-hip curve of the body. 
Because the study l'18S concerned '\'li th the f1 t of baSic 
skirts and because these skirts are usually worn with a 
girdle, the subjects were measured over theIr slips while 
wearing a girdle. Th1s procedure was recommended by 
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F1g. 3. Allowanoe for ease 
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Strickland (29, p. 14), Early ~ ale (5, p. 6), Hall (12, p. 
242) and Green (11, p. 117). The subjects wore their usual 
street shoes~ 
Establishment of hipline and 
lengthwise measurements 
Mme. Sykora's technique for the determination of the hip-
line as given by Philipsz (20, p. 3) was chosen for this 
study. The subject's figure was viewed from the side and the 
hipline position was established on the back-body-contour. 
A pin was placed horizontally in the subject's slip at the 
place where the figure ceased to curve outward and began to 
curve inward (Fig. 2). The distance from this pin up to the 
lower edge of the waistl.ine tape was called the hipline length. 
Later, the dart length in the back was related to the hipline 
length and the hip circumference was measured at the hipline. 
The Sykora method, unlike other methods of establishing 
the hipline, is based upon individual differences. Some 
authors designated a specific number ot inches from the 
waistline to the hipline. Erwin (7, p. 200), Broderick (3, 
p. 2), Hall (12, p. 245) and Early et al. (5, p. 7) gave seven 
inches for this distance. Tanous (30, p. 14) gave a range of 
seven to nine inches and Picken (21, p. lS) gave a range of 
six to ten inches. Fales (10, p. 169) used two hiplines, one 
at the fullest part of the hips at about the six inch level 
and one at the fullest part of the thigh at about ten inches. 
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The Unit Method of.Sewing (15, p. 30) distinguished between 
the hipline and the thighline. The hipline was seven inches 
below the waistline and the thighline was at the fullest part. 
SOIDe authors located the hipline at the widest part of 
the body below the waistline. Different methods were used. 
Green (11. p. 122) located the hipline at the hollow which 
appeared at the hip Joint when the subject stood with feet 
apart and pigeon-toed. Strickland (29, p. 15) used a plumb 
line at the side ot the body to find the widest point. Accord-
ing to Smith (27-28, p. 5) the widest part of the body below 
the waistline was determined by both a front view and a side 
view and it this were not conclusive two measurements, one 
at the hip level and one at the thigh level, were taken and 
the larger one wns considered to be the hipline. 
The waist-to-floor measurements were taken using the 7 
stabilized tape measure described earlier. These measurement~ 
were taken at center back, right Side, center 
side, again measuring up to the lower edge ot 
tape. 
, 
front, and left ( 
the waistline j 
The hem-to-floor measurement was taken when the subject / 
was wearing her dress so that the skirt hem could be ueed to ./ 
help determine the skirt length. 
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Circumference measurements 
A row at pins in line with the first pin that established 
the hip length was placed around the subject's figure. The 
hipline circumference was measured w1th the lower edge of the 
tape measure resting on this row of p1ns. A read1ng of the 
measurement was taken while the tape was snug. Snug measure-
ments are those taken without any slack, but also without 
indenting the figure. To establish the amount of hipline ease 
to be used, the tape was let out two 1nches. Then the hands 
were inserted behind the released tape, and the tape was held 
ou t in 11ne wi th the "abdominal extension" (31, p. 2) (Fig. :3 
and 4) and the adequacy of the two inches was evaluated. Al-
though two inches was usually needed, one and one-half inches 
of ease was suffic1ent if a tighter fitting skirt was desired. 
Hall (12, p. 245) descr1bes a sim1lar procedure for estimation 
of the ease in the following statement: "Do not draw the tape 
tight in the center front - no t1ghter than a line dropped 
straight down from the abdomen. II 
The exact waistline measurement was taken with the plas-
tic tape held snugly around the waist. A set amount of waist-
line ease (one and one-half inches) was added to the waist 
measure for all sUbJ ects. Th1s was the amount of ease used 
by Sister Liguori Ph!lipsz (20, p. 6). The handling of this 
ease is discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
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Measurement records 
All of the measurements were recorded on a data chart for 
each individual (Appendix 0). This chart was later revised 
and included in the pattern alteration direotions (see Find-
ings). There were three kinds of measurements included in 
the revised record. They were: 
1. Measurements taken on the subject 
2. Measurements derived from those taken on the subject 
3. Measurements selected from a reference table (see 
Findings) 
a. Length of hipline (Section A of table) 
b. Length of waistline (Section B of table) 
c. Dart width (Section 0 of table) 
The reference table, mentioned above, was developed to reduoe 
the number of computations for those who may wish to use the 
alteration method. The danger of error and the amount of time 
involved were reduced also-
Hip Silhouettes 
Instruments 
Sister Liguori Philipnz (20, p. 6) had used a large 
beam-caliper for drawing the hip silhouettes. Uncalibreted 
outside-calipers were developed at the Instrument Shop of 
Iowa State University under the direction of Andy Wunderlich. 
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Three instruments were made before a satisfactory one was 
obtained. 
The first instrument was made from an aluminum fabric 
square. An aluminum sliding arm was attaohed and pencil 
holders placed at an angle at the end of both the stable and 
the sliding arm. The sliding arm did not'move as freely as 
was necessary and it was not firm on its axis. The silhouette 
drawings made by this instrument had jagged outlines. 
On the second instrument the sliding arm moved along by 
means of a sliding tube within a tube. The sliding arm still 
did not slide freely enough to give a smooth outline of the 
Silhouette. 
The use ot ball bearings in the third and final instru-
ment produoed the freedom of movement needed in the sliding 
arm. A collar around the base of the sliding arm and the use 
of a second supporting rod made it firm on its axis and it gave 
a smooth outline of the Silhouette. This was the instrument 
used to make the silhouettes for this study. 
Since outside calipers are not available to home sewers, 
n very simple instrument was improvised by taping a soft lead 
pencll at the corner along the edge ot the long arm of a 
wooden fabric square. When silhouettes made with this instru-
ment were superimposed on the silhouettes made with the cali-
pers, they compared favorably-
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Method 
The silhouette was traoed on a large sheet of wh1te 
paper. The paper was attached to a flat vertical surface so 
the upper edge was somewhat above the waistline of the sub-
Ject. The subject (in her slip and while wearing the same 
girdle as was worn for tak1ng measurements) stood w1th her 
back against the paper. The cal1per was held f1rmly 1n a 
hor1zontal pos1tion at a point slightly above the waist11ne. 
The silhouette was drawn by slowly moving the caliper down 
around the hips. The s1lhouette was made long enough to 
extend below the w1dest part of the subject's figure. 
Two or more s1lhouettes were made for each subject in 
order to checK one s1lho',ette aga1nst another for accuracy 
and sim1larity. Also. a s1lhouette was drawn w1th the impro-
vised fabr1c square. The smoothest silhouette made with the 
caliper was selected for use. Slight irregularities in the 
silhouette which were a result of the draw1ng or which were 
due to the subject's clothing were smoothed out. A colored 
pencil was used so that the original silhouette lines were 
still maintained, although this 'perfecting' dld not essen-
tially alter the silhouette. The silhouette line was traced 
on tagboard for the purpose of making a silhouette pattern. 
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Select10n of Subjects 
Measure~ents were taken of thirteen women who were stu-
dents, staff members, and employees of Iowa State Un1versity. 
The majority were from the Textiles and Cloth1ng Department. 
The four subjects who took part in this study were selected 
from this group of thirteen women and were designated as sub-
Ject A, subject H, subject Wand subject L. These four sub-
Jects exh1bited a range in differences b~tween the waistline 
and hipline measurements. These differences and that of the 
Vogue basic pattern are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Hipline-waistline circumference difference for the 
four subjects 
Subject Difference in inches 
L 8 1/4 
A 9 ?/8 
Vogue basic 9-10 (range) 
H 12 
vi 15 3/4 
The relationsh1p of th1s difference to the curve of the 
silhouette is illustrated by the Silhouette drawings (Fig. 5). 
The silhouettes were classified according to the types set up 
by Sister Liguori Philipsz (20, p. 14). 
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Muslin Shells of Basic Skirts 
}1uslin s.hells of· the Vogue basic skirt pattern were made 
for all ~issesf sizes from 12 to 20. They were made·with 
narrow muslin ws~stbands. Zippers were set into the center 
back seam of the skirts so -.the side seam would ii t smoothly 
over the hip ourve- No hem was allowed. 
The subjects tried on the shells to determine the size 
of pattern which fit the best. The size that fit best was 
recorded on the data chart (Appendix 0). 
This size pattern was used in the testing done on that 
subject. 
Development of Alterotion l-1ethod Using Hip Silhouette 
Experimental work consisted of an exploration of the use 
of certain factors in order to develop an alteration method 
and directions for its use. 
Generally, this testing was done by making patterns in-
corporating the factor under study- For some, no pattern was 
necessary. Factors were adopted or discarded on the basis of 
satisfactory or unsatisfactory performance. For most of the 
study, the patterns were paper copies of the altered Vogue 
pattern but later as the directions were developed the Vogue 
pattern itself was altered because it simplified the procedure 
and consequently the directions. Sometimes the results 1n the 
paper pattern "lere sufficient baSis for accept1ng, rejecting, 
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or changing the technique. More often. though, a muslin shell 
was made from the pattern and tried on the subject before a 
decision was made. 
In the construotion of these anells, the waistline was 
finished with seam tape instead of a muslin waistband. 
Zippers were put in the oenter baok seam and no hems were 
allowed. One and one-half inches of waistline ease were 
allOl-led. Of this, one inch wes eased-in S.t the wais tline and 
one-half inch remained in the total waistline measurement to 
allow for fabrio thickness and comfort. 
Test factors 
Several minor test factors were evaluated. Their useful-
ness was established with a minimum amount of testing and they 
were then used throughout the remainder of the study- The 
factors were: 
1. Dart length 
2. Amount of flare added 
3. Pivot point for pivot method 
4. Choice of right or left hip silhouette 
5. Amount of waistline ease 
6. Amount of hipline ease 
Dart length Dart length is related to dart width 
(Latzke, 16, p. 113) and to the distance from the origin in 
a seamllne to the roundest part of the area to be fitted 
18 
(Hollen, 14, p. 5). The back dart length was fixed at one and 
one-half inches above the hipline. The front dart length was 
set at three inches in a few of the initial tests but a three 
and one-half inch length was established and used for all later 
tests. 
Amount of flare added As soon as tests indicated that 
some flare should be used 1n the basic skirt, one inch of flare 
1 
was added to the back pattern by the pivot method. The flare 
1n the skirt front was the automat1c result of p1voting the 
pattern to reduce the s1ze of the unaltered dart in the sk1rt 
front pattern to a width of three-fourths inch at the wa1st-
line. The front dart was not altered for ind1vidual d1ffer-
ences unt11 later when the testing done on subject vI 1ndicated 
a need for this. According to Hollen (14, p. 103), one to 
three inches of flare does not change the straight line effect 
of the silhouette of the basic skirt. 
Pivot point for pivot method Two p1vot pOints for 
the pivot method of adding tlare were tested. The first posi-
tion to be used was halfway between the t1p of the back dart 
and the or1ginal hipline of the Vogue pattern. The second 
posi tion was halfway between the tip of the back de,rt and the 
hipline after alteration for the subject. The resulting 
lWhen the pivot method of adding flare is referred to in 
this thesis, either the pattern was slashed to the pivot point 
and the pattern '-las pivoted or the entire pattern was piVoted 
without being slashed. (14, pp. 9-14) 
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differences in the amount of flare and in the reduction of 
dart width were not sufficient to favor either position. The 
second position was chosen because 1t used the h1p11ne which 
was adjusted for the individual differences. 
Choice of right or left hiR silhouette Both the right 
and the left hip silhouettes were used on the first two pat-
terns made for subJeots A and H. The right hip silhouette of 
subject H had a more pronounced· curve than the left silhouette 
with the result that the right side seam of the muslin skirt 
had a 'pouched,l effect. To counteract this, the left hip 
silhouette was used for both sides of the skirt and the waist-
line was raised to compensate for the longer seam length of 
the original right side hip s1lhouette. The result was an 
improvement in fit and so this procedure was used from here 
on. 
Amount of waistline ease The wa1stline ease was set 
at one and one-half inches. The Sykora method2 recommended 
the amount of ease that could be obtained by inserting two 
fingers under the measuring tape but th1s amount did not seem 
to be adequate. Accordingly a snug waist measure was taken of 
the subject and then one and one-half inches of ease ~lere added. 
lIn this thesis the term 'pouch' denotes 8. bulge in ·the 
side seam at the hipbone level of the skirt. 
2Norma Hollen. Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Mme. 
Sykora's drafting method. Private communication. 1962-1963. 
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Amount of hiRline ease Hipline ease of two inches was 
used in all skirts except those mnde for subject H. One and 
one-half inches was enough for hipline eaSe in her pattern. 
Two inches of ease seemed to be a generally acoepted amount. 
Hillhouse (13, p. 67), Unit Method Q! Sewing (15. p. 31) and 
Evans (9, p. 26l) reoommend two inches of ease. A range of 
two to three inohes was given by S1emen (24, p. lO), Latzke 
(16, p. 90) and Bane (2, p. 48). 
The test factors which were of major importance in the 
development of the alteration method were: 
1. Hip silhouette 'transplant' I, II, and'III. 
2. Back dart w1dth: 
a. 
o. 
Pep1n (19, p. 171) or Lntzke (16, p. 123) method 
Sykora method1 
Proportion formula2 
3. Front dart width - proport1on formula 
4. Method of adding flare: 
a. Drawn on at side 
b. Added by the pivot method 
5. Reshaping of the 'transplant' for extremes from 
normal ourve 
lIbido 
2Norma Hollen. IO\la State University, Ames, Iowa. Pro-
portion formula for determination of dart width. Private 
communlca,tion. 1962-1963. 
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6. Length adjustment for front, back and side seam 
differences 
7. Walst length differences: 
a. 1 lnch longer front 
b. 2 inch longer front 
Hip silhouette 'transplant' I. II. and III Hip sil-
houette 'transplant' I was made ln the patterns used for the 
lnitial tests made with subjects A and H. In this 'trans-' 
plant' the hlp silhouette was Jolned from the hlpline, whioh 
inoluded the ease, to the waistllne whioh also inoluded the 
ease. In Flg. 6, A to Ails the waistline ease and B to B' is 
the hlpline ease. The 'transplant' is shown as a broken line. 
The results of this alteration were unsatisfactory sinoe a 
'pouch' was formed ln the side seam at the hipbone level. In 
an attempt to eliminate this 'pouoh', hip silhouette 'trans .... 
plant' II was introduced. In this 'transplant' the hip sil-
houette was Joined from the hipline whioh included the ease, 
to the waistline whioh inoluded no ease. Waistline ease was 
added after the 'transplant' was made. A dip oocurred in the 
side seam where the hip curve met the flare line (Flg. 7). 
Hip silhouette 'transplant' III was used sucoessfully to 
eliminate this dip. This time the hip silhouette was Joined 
from the hipline which included no ease, to the waistline 
whioh included no ea.se; the ease in both plaoes was added 
after the 'transplan~' (Fig. 8). 
Fig. 6. 
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Back dart wid th The first method for the determination 
of the back dart width, found in Pepin (19,"p. 171) or Latzke 
(16. p. 123)" is based upon the difference between the waist 
and hip measurement of the pattern piece. Two-thirds of this 
difference is converted to dart and one-third determines the 
slant of the hip curve at the side seam· 
The second method was obtained from the drafting tech-
niques of Mme. Sykora.l After estab11sh1ng the h1p11ne w1dth 
and hem11ne width (hipline w1dth + some flare), a diagonal 
line was drawn through these two pOints continuing on beyond 
the waist11ne level. The d1stance from this 11ne over to the I 
waistline was d1vided into three parts. Two parts beoame the 
dart w1dth and the th1rd part determined the slant of the hip 
ourve at the side seam. 
The third method for the determination of dart width, the 
proportion formula, was based upon the d1rect relat10nship 
of the differenoe between the waistline and the hipline cir-' 
oumference measurements to the width of the dart. Evans (9, 
p. 281) discussed this relationship. The formula is as 
follows: 
.. 
Vogue's Average difference . · . Difference between Back dart • · . between hips and back hips and waist for width 
waist of Vogue I B dart subject's altered for 
back skirt pattern width back skirt pattern subject 
3 1/8 tI 1 7/16" · . b x · . 
lNorma Hollen. Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Mme. 
Sykora's drafting method. Private communication. 1962-1963. 
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The first two parts of the formula were established as con-
stants as a result of the study of the Vogue pattern measure-
ments (Appendix B). To obtain the first number of the for-
mula, three and one-eighth inches, an average of the difference 
between the hipline and waistline of the Vogue back skirt pat-
tern was computed. The back dart width was constant for all 
Vogue pattern sizes and no average was necessary. The differ-
ence between hipline and waistline of the subject's altered. 
back skirt pattern was derived from the hipline plus ease and 
the waistline plus ease. The tront waistline was two inches • 
longer than the back waist line. The front hipline was one 
inch longer than the back hipline. The study of the Vogue 
pattern (Appendix B) shows this difterence to be the same as. 
that ot the Vogue pattern. Lster a table (see Findings) was . 
made which gave the back dart size tor a range of differences 
between the waistline with ease and the hipline with ease. 
The proportion tormula can be simplified mathematically 
as follows: 
3 l/S" 
3 lIs' 
• 
• 
x = 
1 7/16" 
(b) 1 7/16" 
X :a 1 7~16" b 
3 1 8" 
•• . . 
x = 23/16 . 8/25 b 
x = 23/50 b 
x = .46 b 
• 
• x 
To test these three methods of determining dart width, 
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three skirt back paper patterns were made for subjeot A, each 
pattern employing one of the methods. One pattern which was 
made by the Pepin and Latzke method was eliminated without 
being tested in muslin because the dart was very wide, two and 
one-eighth inches, as compared to the other two patterns. The 
other two patterns were tested in muslin for subject A. Also, 
these two methods were ev~luated in muslin skirts made for sub-
Ject H. None ot the skirts showed sufficient difference be-
tween the two methods to make a decision possible. Therefore, 
the use of the proportion formula WBS continued because of a 
desire to test it further. 
Front dart width The proportion formula was used in 
the determination of the front dart width in the last pattern 
made for subJeot W. This was also the last pattern made in 
this study and the only one in llhioh the proportion formula 
was tested on the front dart. It was not used to set the final 
size of the dart but was used to alter the original Vogue 
baSic front dart to the sUbJeot
'
s proper size before the dart 
was reduced to its final three-fourths inch width by pivoting 
the pattern to add tlare. 
Before altering the Vogue pattern front dart so it was 
right for the waistline-hipline oircumference difference of 
the subject, it was necessary to compute the constants in the 
formula. The front dart of all of the Vogue patterns except 
two, measured one and three-eighths inohes. The two darts 
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that deviated, did so by only one-sixteenth of an inch so this 
deviation was disregarded and one and three-eighths inches was 
used as one of the constants in the formula. The second con-
stant, was an average of the difference between the hipline 
and waistline of all Vogue's front skirt patterns. ThiS con-
stant was two and five-eighths inches. The formula read as 
follows for the front dart: 
Average difference : Vogue's · . Difference between Front 
· . between hips and front hips and waist for dart 
waist of Vogue's dart subject's altered width 
front skirt pattern width front skirt pattern for 
subject 
2 5/8" l3/8/1 · . b x · . 
X :: .524 b 
This alteration had not been used in any of the patterns 
for subjects A, Hand L. Their waistline-hipline circumfer-
ence difference was small so any need for this alteration had 
not been obvious. The alterp.tion for subject W seemed satis-
factory so it wes incorporated in the method. 
l-iethod of adding flare The first patterns altered 
for subjects A and H were made in basic skirts which contained 
no flare. The resulting patterns were wider above the hipline 
than at the hipline (Fig. 9). To correct this and also be-
cause flare makes fitting problems in a skirt easier to handle, 
flare was introduced. In the third pattern for subject H the 
flare was added by drewing it on at the side seam. Drawing 
on the flare caused no dart size reduction (Fig. 10) and there 
- A' Ii \ 
Fig. 9" No flare 
\ 
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'I I 
Fig. 10. Flare 
.drslm on 
Fig. 11. Flare added by pivot method 
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was no change ln the waistllne curve. Thls usually occurs in 
the plvot method of adding flare. Pattern four for subject H 
had the flare put 1n by the p1vot method and a smooth s1de 
seam resulted (F1g. 11). 
Reshap1ng of the 'transplant' for extremes from normal 
curve When patterns lncorporating all previous altera-
tlons were made for subject W, the 'pouched' effect reappeared 
1n the slde seams at the hipbone level. SubJect W had a 
waistline-h1pline difference of fifteen and three-fourths 
lnches. Thls was f1ve inches more than the Vogue pattern. 
Because of this, her silhouette 'transplant' was very rounded. 
It was thought that reshaplng the 'transplant' by making it 
less curved near the waistline would remove the ·pouch'. As 
the curve was reshaped, the waistline length increased one-
half inch. This one-half inch was transferred to the dart, 
thus increasing its w1dth. This seemed logical when related 
to the principle that a figure with large h1ps and a small 
waist needs larger darts. The reshaplng of the curve of the 
h1p silhouette 'transplant' resulted in some improvement but 
not enough. 
A second reshaping method was tried. This method em-
ployed the French curve,l an instrument used in pattern 
drafting to establish curved seam11nes. The French curve was 
1 blended' 1n with the side seamllne for about two lnches at 
lThe French curve is a D1etzgen number thirteen irregular 
curve. 
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approximately the three to five inch hip level or the level 
of greatest curve. A tracing of the French ourve from this 
point to the waistline made the new side seam curve to the 
waistline. In the oase of subject L, the differenoe between 
the tQtal hips and waist oiroumferences was less than the 
Vogue pattern average. The same oorreotion, in reverse, was 
used for subject L. The curve was made greater and the waist 
length was reduced. The amount of waistline reduction was 
transferred to the dart so it became smaller and the waistline 
was restored to its proper length (Fig. 12 and 13). 
Length adjustment for front. back and side seam differ-
enoes A procedure was developed for a length adjustment 
for center front, center baok, and side seam differenoes based 
upon the establishment of a rectangle from the hipline to the 
hemline of the skirt patterns. The adjustment for differenoes 
in length at the four points was made between the hipline and 
the waistline. For example, a side seam that was shorter than 
the original Vogue pattern was adjusted by lowering the waist-
line at that side seam (Fig. 14 and 15). 
Waist len~th differenoes In all but two patterns a 
two inch difference in length bet~een baok waist and front 
waist was maintained since all of the Vogue patterns studied 
(Appendix B) had this two inoh differenoe. On one skirt pat-
tern for subjeot H and one for subjeot A, a one inoh differ-
enoe was tested but sinoe no major improvement in appearanoe 
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. /' 
I 'Olln~ 
Fig. 12. SubJect"W - Reshaping of hip silhouette 'transplant' 
Fig. 13. Subject L - Reshaping of hip silhouette 'transplant' 
'/ 
I 
F1g. 14. 
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was not1ced further tests were made with the two 1nch d1ffer-
ence. 
The accompanying chart summar1zes the factors tested in 
relat10n to their use in the sk1rt patterns made for each sub-
ject. As the chart shows the first test1ng was done on subject 
A and subject H and the later testing on subjeot VI and subject 
L. Although subject A 1s listed f1rst and the testing was 
begun on her, many t1mes the testing was done concurrently on 
t~o subjects. At times, test1ng was begun on one subject, 
1nterrupted and then later returned to that subject. The word 
'none l on the chart ind1cates that the test was not ms.de for 
that subJeot. 
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FINDINGS 
A measurement study was made to compare the Vogue basic 
skirt pattern with other commercial basic patterns. Data were 
compiled in tables (Appendix A and B). Results of an analysis 
of this data were used to establish some of the test factors 
for the development of a method of alteration of skirt pat-
terns based on the use of a 'transpla.nt' of the hip silhouette 
on the side seam line. 
The location of the side seams ot a skirt is dependent 
on the w1dth relationship of the front and back skirt pat-
terns. The front of a skirt is usually wider than the back of 
a skirt. This difference in sk1rt width places the side seam 
at a desirable location. There was little agreement among the 
commercial basic patterns as to the difference in width that 
should exist at the waistline and the hipline. Table 2 pre-
sents the difference in width between the front and back for 
six commercial baSic skirt patterns. For a garment, the dif-
ference would be twice this amount. 
Five of the six patterns were approximately one inch 
wider at the front waistline. Two of the six were approxi-
mately one-half inch wider at the front hipline. There was 
relatively little difference in the width at these two ·loca-
tions for the other patterns. 
The d1fference 1n front and back w1dth wh1ch was chosen 
for use 1n this study was that of the Vogue basic pattern, 
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Table 2. Relationship of the width of the front patterns 
to the width of the baok pattern 
\'iaist1ine Hipline (positive (positive 
difference d1fference 
of front of front 
over back) over back) 
Vogue 3000 1 1/8 in. 1/2 in. 
Simplioity Basio 1 0 
Advanoe 8350 1 1/8 
Simplicity 4252 Proportioned M 15/16 0 
McCall's Try-on B-lOO 13/16 3/8 
Butterick 200 9/16 1/8 
namely one inch at the waistline and one-half inch at the 
hipline. 
The amount of flare in the slx commeroial patterns ls 
given ln Table 3. The amount of flare in the front sklrt 
patterns ranged from one-sixteenth inch to two and three-
fourths inches. Flare in the back skirt patterns ranged from 
three-slxteenths inch to two and flve-eighths inches. 
The one inch of flare in the skirt back and the (approxi-
mately) two lnches used in the skirt front in thls study fell 
within thls range. 
In Table 4, the relatlonship of the amount of flare and 
the width of the dart is glven. Although the figures in Table 
4 show no uniform increment in amount of flare or correspond-
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Table 3. Amount of sklrt flare as measured at the hemllne 
Front Back 
sklrt sklrt Total flare 
pattern pattern ln patterns 
Yog':le 3000 1/16 In. 3/16 In. 1/4 In. 
Slmpllcl ty 4252 
1/8 3/16 5/16 Proportioned M 
McCall'S Tr,y-on B-IOO 9/16 11/16 1 1/4 
Butterl,ck 200 1 13/16 2 1/8 3. 15/16 
Slmpllcity Baslc 2 9/16 2 9/16 5 1/8 
Ad.vance 8350 2 3/4 2 5/8 5 3/8 
Table 4. Relationship of back dart and back flare ln the 
pattern 
Vogue 3000 
Slmplicity 4252 
Proportioned M 
McCall l s Try-on B-IOO 
Butterick 200 
Simplicity Basic 
Advance 8350 
Back flare 
3/16 in. 
3/16 
11/16 
2 1/8 
2 9/16 
2 5/8 
Back dart 1'1idth 
1 7/16 in. 
1 3/4 
1 7/8 
1 1/4 
1 5/8 
1 3/4 
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ing reduction in dart width, when the six patterns were placed 
into two groups as is the case in Table 4, there was an indica-
tion that in general an inorease in flare is accompanied by a 
decrease in dart width. This principle was the basis for the 
experimentation with the two test factors, width of dart and 
amount of rlare. 
The results of a comparative study of the Vogue basic 
skirt pattern in Ydsses sizes ten to twenty showed an incre-
ment in measurement at four locations, namely: waistline, 
hipline, distanc e ·from cen ter back. to back dart B.nd di stance 
from center front to front dart. Table 5 presents this incre-
ment. The increment, however, was neither uniform nor gradual. 
All the other measurements in the Vogue patterns remained 
relatively constant regardless or size of pattern. The 
Table 5. Increment 
10 to 20 
ln size of Vogue patterns Misses sizes 
Dlstance from Distance from 
Total Total center back center front 
Slze waistline hipline to dart to dB.rt 
10-12 1 1/8 in. 5/8 In. 1/16 in. 1/16 in. 
12-14 1 1/8 1 1/4 3/16 3/16 
14-16 1 7/8 2 -1/16 1/16 
14-18 1 7/8 2 1/8 5/16 1/16 
18-20 2 1 7/8 1/16 3/16 
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waistline-hipline difference for all Vogue patterns sizes ten 
to twenty) as given in Table 6; remained relatively constant 
desp1te an increment in length at the wa1stline and h1pline 
from smaller to larger sizes. 
Table 6. Waistline-hipline dlfference ln Vogue patterns 
Total front Total back Total garmen t 
Slze dlfference dlfference dlfference 
10 5 6/16 In. 6 6/16 In. 11 3/4 In. 
12 :5 6 4/16 11 1/4 
14 :5 6/16 6 11 3/8 
16 5 4/16 6 4/16 11 1/2 
18 5 6/16 6 6/16 11 3/4 
20 :5 6/16 6 14/16 12 1/4 
The fact that the w~dth of the front and back darts 
remained almost constant regardless of the skirt size was con-
trary to \'ihet was expected. This standard dart size can be 
explained by the fact that the da.rtwldth 1s based upon the 
waistline-hipline clrcumference dlfference and thls dlffer-
ence, as the table above shows, was almost constant ln the 
Voeue pattern. Tp,us the dart wid th could remain 'constant 
a1ao. 
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S1lhouette Types 
Four women part1cipated 1n both the present study and 
that of Ph1l1psz (20). It was observed that their silhouettes 
changed from one type classificat10n (Ph1lipsz, 20, p. 14) to 
another when a girdle was worn. This change is g1ven in 
Table 7. 
Table 7. Change in hip silhouette type classification which 
occurred when a girdle was worn 
Sister L1guori 
Ph1l1psz' study 
(without girdles) 
Present study 
(w1 th girdles) 
Subject 1 flattened flattened 
Subject 2 flattened rounded 
Subject 3 pear-shaped rounded 
Subject 4 rounded rounded 
Results of Experimentation with Test Factors 
The test factors explored in this study were divided into 
two groups, namely, minor factors which were not directly re-
lated to the hip s1lhouette 'transplant' and major factors 
wh1ch were directly involved in 'transplanting' the hlp s11-
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houette to the side seam of the skirt pattern. During the 
experimental program some factors from each group gave satis-
factory performance and were retained as part of the pattern 
alteration method. Other test factors failed to perform satis-
factorily so were dropped from the study. One test factor, 
when compared to sim11ar procedures, was not sufficiently dis-
criminating to be used. 
The factor which was not sufficiently discriminating was: 
1 1. The Sykora method vs. the proportion-·formula as a 
means for the establishment of dart width. The pro-
portion method was chosen in order to gain more 
experience with it. 
Factors which failed to perform satisfactorily and were 
dropped from the study were: 
1. The Pepin method (19, p. 171) of determination of 
dart width. The size of the dart resulting from 
this method seemed to be excessive in comparison with 
the others. 
2. The addition of flare by drawing it on at the side 
seam. It failed to give the small amount of extra 
width obtained when the pivot method was used and it 
did not produce either a comparable reduction in dart 
size or an increase in curve of the waistline seam. 
lNorma Hollen. Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. V@e. 
Mary Sykora's method for the determination of the dart width. 
Private communication. 1962-63. 
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These were two factors in favor of the pivot method. 
3. Hip silhouette 'transplants' I and II failed beoause 
of the formation of 'pouches 1 in the side seam of the 
skirt. The reason for the failure seemed to be 
excessive roundness in the ourve of the side seam at 
the hipbone level. In these two 'transplants' that 
failed to give a smooth fit, some or all of the ease 
was added prior to the 'transplanting' process. 
Factors which performed satisfactorily and whioh became 
part of the alteration method were: 
1. The proportion formula for the determination of 
dart width. 
2. The pivot method for the addition of flare and the 
reduction of dart size in the skirt. 
3. The length adjustment for front, baok and side seam 
differences. 
4. Hip silhouette 'transplant t III in ,·;hich ease was 
added at both the waistline and the hipline after 
the 'transplant' was made. This procedure eliminated 
'pouches' formed 1n the side seam of the skirt by 
reducing the curve in the side seam line of the 
pattern. 
5. Reshaping the 'transplant' of the hip silhouette of 
subJeots whose waistline-hipline circumferenoe 
deviated widely from that of the Vogue pattern. 
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This reshaping gave an increase or decrease in waist-
line length which was transferred to the darts as 
increased width for those with large differences or 
decreased width for those with small d1fferences. 
Subjects' Satisfaction with the Final Test Sk1rts 
Three of the subjects, Subject A, Subject W and Subject 
L, expressed satisfaction with their skirts and asked if they 
might have the pattern. Subject H did not express any dis-
satisfaction but also, did not express any desire to have her 
pattern. The follow1ng explanation may account for th1s: 
The testing of skirts for subject H was completed before the 
procedure for reshaping the hip silhouette 'transplant' was 
introduced. This reshaping procedure would have resulted in 
an 1ncrease in dart width for subject H since her waistl1ne-
h1pline circumference difference dev1ated two inches from that 
of the Vogue pattern. This deviation was not considered 1n 
the tests for subject H and the method of skirt pattern alter-
ation as it was developed for the normal f1gure was used for 
her patterns. Her dart width was determined by the proportion 
formula only. There was not time in this study to make a 
test of the effect of reshaping the 'transplant' 1n her pat-
tern. 
F1g. 16 gives a diagrammatic presentation of the waist-
l1ne-hipline circumference differenoe of the four subjects 
F1g. 16. 
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SubJeot L 
Deviation trom Vogue, 
m1nus 3/4 inohes. 
'Transplant' reshaped._ 
SubJeot A 
Within range, 9 7/8 inches. 
'Transplant' reshaping not needed. 
Vogue pattern, Waistline-hipline 
d1fferenoe range, 9-10 inohes. 
Subject H 
Dev1ation from Vogue, 
plus 2 inches. 
'Transplant' NOT reshaped. 
Subject W 
Deviation from Vogue, 
plus 5 3/4 inches. 
'Transplant' reshaped. 
Diagrammatic representation of the difference for 
waistline-hipline circumference of the four subJeots 
and of the Vogue basio pattern 
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and of the Vogue pattern. The discussion given in the para-
graph is clearly illustrs.ted 'by these drawings. 
Reshaping of the hip silhouette 'transplant' for subjects 
with deviation from the normal waistline-hipline circumference 
difference of the Vogue pattern is one of the aspects of the 
alteration method that should be investigated further. 
Hip Silhouette Method of Pattern Alteration 
A method of skirt pattern alteration using the hip sil-
houette was successfully developed. Directions, intended for 
use by stUdents in a college flat pattern course, were pre-
pared. These directions incorporated the procedures B.nd tech-
niques that gave satisfactory performance during the testing 
program. 
Also included with the method were: 
Directions for taking 'measurements. 
(These differed somewhat from those usually 
employed. ) 
A Personal Measurement Record Chart 
Directions for reshaping the 'transplant' of the 
hip Silhouette ot persons whose waistline-hipline 
circumference deviates from that of the Vogue 
baSic pattern. 
A Personal Measurement Reference Table for reducing 
the number of calculations required in the com-
pletion of the Personal Measurement Record and 
for reducing the possibility of error that might 
occur when these calculations are made. 
This entire Pattern Alteration Unit is presented in the pages 
that tollow. 
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HIP SILHOUETTE METHOD 
~ SKIRT PATTERN ALTERATION 
Individuals differ not only in their size, but also in 
,their shape. This method for skirt pattern alteration is 
designed to take into 'account both of these differences by 
means of a hip silhouette drawing of the person. 
The direotions on the following pages include: 
1. Personal Measurement Record p. ~ 
2. How to Take Measurements p. --9.Q... 
3. Personal Measurement Reference Table p. 
-M.. 
4. How to Prepare the Hip Silhouette p. 
--BL 
5. Hip Silhouette Alteration Method p. ~ 
6. Reshap1ng ot Hip Silhouette ' Transplant' p. 
--2!L 
The Measurement Reterence Table is for convenience to 
reduce the possibility of error which oocurs often in student 
computations and to reduce the amount of time needed tor the 
preliminary steps. 
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PERSONAL MEASUREMENT RECORD 
A. Lengthwise measurements: 
1. \vaist-to-hips CB_ 
2. Waist-to-tloor CB_ RS_ CF_ LS 
3. Hem-to-t100r OB 
--
4. Waist-to-hem CB RS CF 113 (Item 2 minus item 3)- -
5. Hips-to-hem CB 
{Item 4CB minus item rr--
6. Waist-to-hips RS CF_ LS (Item 4 minus item 5) - -
7. Waist to tip of back dart _ (Item 1 minus 1 1/2·t) 
B. Circumference measurements: 
8. Hips ___ (no ease) + 2" ease = ___ total 
9. Front hip of pattern* ____ ; back hip of pattern* ____ 
10. Waist (no ease) ... 1 1/2" ease = total 
11. Front waist ot pattern** ____ ; 
back waist of pattern** ____ . 
12. Difference (no ease) total hips (item 8) 
and total waist (item 10) 
13. Variation from pattern average difference (9 5/8") 
C. 14. Width of dart*** ____ __ 
*See Measurement Reference Table, Part A on page ~. 
**See Measurement Reference Table, Part B on page ~. 
**1t-See Measurement Reference T,able, Part C on page ~. 
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!!ID[ .m TAKE MEASUREMENTS 
These measurements Should be taken over a sl1p and g1rdle 
with the dress removed. It is adv1sable to check the measure-
ments by tak1ng a second set. Because 1t 1s d1ff1cult to 
measure one's self accurately, ask some capable person to 
do 1t. Fill 1n all of the measurements on the Personal 
Measurement Record wh1ch accompanies these d1rections. The 
numbers 1n parentheses, wh1ch occur in the directions below, 
refer to correspond1ng items on the Personal Measurement 
Record . 
1. Tle a pllable tape measure at the waistline. Make 
sure 1 t 1s 1n the correct pO's1 tlon and t1ed snugly 
(not tight). Several measurements are dependent 
upon the accurate pos1tlon of this tape measure. 
2. To estab11sh the hipline: 
a. View the figure from the side. Find the place 
where the outward curve ceases and the inward 
ourve begins (Fig. 18). 
b~ Place a pin horizontally 1n the s11p at th1s 
place at center back. This pln marks the 
hlp11ne pos1t10n. 
3. Measure the h1pl1ne length (1) from the lower edge 
of the tape to the pin. . 
4. Measure the waist-to-floor length (2) ~y us1ng a 
tape measure that is attached to one slde of. a 
yardstick (Fig. 17). Place the yardstlck so the 
tape measure is against the body. Bring the free 
end of the tape up along the hlp to the lower edge 
of the waistline tape. Keep the yardstick per-
pendlcular to the floor. Take measurements at 
center front, oenter baok, right Side, and left side. 
6. To measure the hlpline circumference (8): 
~. Place additional p1ns at intervB.ls around. the 
f1gure at the hlpline. Place all pins the same 
dlstance below the waistllne. 
b. Place a tape measure so the lower edge rests on 
the row of plns and take a snug measurement. 
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c. Now spread the tape two inches more. Insert 
your hands under the tape and hold it out in 
line with the abdomen. (Figs. 19 and 20) If 
two inches does not seem to be enough to permit 
the tapeta line up with the abdomen, let it 
out a little more. Two inches is the usual 
amount of ease (B). For a tighter fi tting skirt 
one and one-half inches may be sufficient. 
6. To measure the waistline circumference (10): 
a· Remove the tape which marked the waistline 
position. 
b. Place the second tape measure around the 
waistline so it is snug. 
7. Before measur1ng the hem-to-tloor length, remove the 
pins at the hipline and put dress on. Use the dress 
hemline as a guide and measure the hem-to-floor 
length (3) w1th a yardstick. 
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Fig. 17. Extended yardstick 
F1g. 19. Allowance tor ease 
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Fig. 20. Allowance for ease 
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HOW !Q PREPARE THE HIP SILHOUETTE 
The silhouette is made over the slip and girdle with the 
dress removed. (Do this at the same time that the measure-
ments are taken.) The directions are as follows: 
1. Tape a soft lead pencil to the short arm of a 
fabric square •. Only a small amount of the pencil 
should extend beyond the corner. See Fig. 21. 
2. Fasten a piece of paper to the wall. This paper 
should be wider than the body and extend from waist 
to knees. Check the location of the paper by 
standing in front of it • 
. 
3. Stand in a natural position with the back against 
the paper. 
4. Place the fabric square at the waistline with the 
edge of the long arm of the square touching the 
wall. Keep square parallel to floor. 
5. Make a short definite crosswise mark at the waist-
line (Fig. 22). Then start slightly above the waist 
and move the fabrio square down along the hips until 
the widest area of the hips has been traced. Try 
not to press the edge of the square into the flesh 
as the drawing is made. 
6. Repeat on the other side. Stand very still until the 
second silhouette is drawn. To check for accuracy 
make another silhouette and compare with the first. 
7. l-iake B. tagboard copy as fo llows: 
a. Choose the best side and 'perfect' the line 
smoothing out any irregularities. 
b. Trace the • perfected' silhouette on tagboard 
and cut off exoess paper. See Fig. 23. 
c. Refer to the Personal Measurement Record for 
side-hip length (6) and mark in red on the 
tagboard. (If the sides differ 1/2 inch or 
more mark the left side hip length in blue.) 
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F1g. 21. Posit1on ot fabr1c square 
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Completed Fig. 23. Area for 
silhouette draw1ng tagboard copy 
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HIP SILHOUETTE ALTERATION METHOD 
- ( for baslc skirts) 
Take measurements and fl11 out the Personal Measurement 
Record. Numbers In parentheses In the followlng directions 
refer to items in this Record. Prepare a tagboard copy of the 
hip sllhouette for use in step 7. Directions p.~. Select 
the Vogue basic pattern of the nearest (preferably larger) size 
and alter as directed below. Use a red pencil so pattern 
alteratlon lines will be distinguishable from original pattern 
lines. The illustrations used here show only the alteration 
lines at ~ side seams. 
This method must be varied if the hip-waist oircumference 
difference of the figure is greater or smaller than the 
average difference of 9-10 inches. Directions for variation 
are given on p.~. Dlrections: 
Start with the back 
1. t'Squarealine"lfrom the center back at the hipline, 
B in Fig. 24 (1, 6CF) and at the hemline, C in Fig. 24 (4). 
2· Check and correct dart width (14). 
Check and correct dart length: 
a. Back dart length is 1 1/2 inches above the hipline. 
b. Front dart length is 3 1/2 inches. 
Mark off correct widths at pOints A~ Band C in Fig. (Measurements without ease are used): 
a. Waist point A (11) (do not include dart in this 
measurement) 
b. Hip point B (9) 
c. Hem point C (use same measurement as for B) 
5. Draw a line from hip to hem to form a rectangle as 
shown in Fig. 24. 
24. 
lThe term "square a lineN means to draw a line at right 
angles to another line. 
6? 
Aidtlru:\"e and . ~.,duoe .1~e .of 
oQfl'ec'e4 4~' as lollowet 
.l\, ».aw bftJt.n :U.a.e pa»allel 
'ooCJftt&l' ;ot the pattern,. 
~}'U'i()ugla th~ Qt,ter G t th,e 
liart. and de;wn to . 'he he. 
as l.n Flg- 24-
p .... Jlak.ea Clot he1tw$f be'ween 
'ip .of t\art and hlp·line '. 
s,een.g . 24. 
II . ilaSh the pa"enl dGwn to·, !.!.t !!o. ~ tfFVUW!l .• th~ dot. 
d· · lash u~ to; J'J11 ~q' 
"£2~~' the dot as ln 
.g ~ 24 . 
·6 ,. Ftncentel' area 01 p~t'ern 
securelY t() .. a large pi eo .• 
et p.apel' . See ,F1i. 25,. 
~--~------~-B 
I 
I 
.1 
I ~ 
rlg-
f. to,!' sk1l't~· baOk.: 
Fig- 26. Addition of tl8l'e 
Spre~d pattern a t bem11ne 
slash untll the spa •• measure.s 
1 tI. The 41ze of' the dart is 
a\lt~irlatl¢:all, reduced as $bowa 
in r1g·. 25, . 
e- For sktI!t1 fren1u 
Spread patt~,~n unt,11 d~t 
closes to 5/4".. lJhe runount of 
flare 1s automatiCa.lly gpeater 
than the all'lOUJ) t 0 f flare 1n 
the pack. 
h. ~he hipline and the heml1ne 
1 Tr::::: ~~:::l~p ~::~~uette J~"' "" 'ff ,-, ~\:,,'?~ 
as follQl'fS (broken 11ne, Fl.g. 26). ~,! '1 ... \ 1,:,I';'>f~.,! 
a· Join the t ,iI!aeoan.l hlp I,l,', • , 
""'C I : \ , t ~: $11houe~te to the hi.pline l ~; ~, .. B '~i'!',; I 
lnt B . r. 'l----~---""1 " .. ; ,. po " ' , . :V' :. I 
b" Then Jola itt ~ to ~e waist- 'Ii,~,'",: ~ ';,',:t'! 11ne, poln ' ~. J;\a!se or h ,i. H~, '.1 
len-ler 1;be waistline 1t (; ,1\ ;i,:>~):l 
neceSS 4lI l:"V to ' perm! t h1:n curve u " :,,:,W1 
--- <I r A U ';',,"1 ' "I and w,a1st11ne t ,o mae,; s.t ' . It. " 'i · 
It the difterence between ,iQ~\{ 
the right and lett wai,et ... to- I:': :l\ ',J,;:: 
hips mea surements (6) 18 ' :,. I:' 
1/2'* 01* more; two w81st f~'" T T ~}}J' 
polnt.s w111 nee~ to be IF I ' :~jJ~~ 
marke'!'. Use a blue peneil "'4' 
tor the left slde wa1etllne. i;)~ \":f( 
c • .Add waistl1.neease. · Measure r', ,:\~ i 
out 3/a N and mark po1nt At ' n;1 \!iT,: 
(total. ease 1$ 1 1/2")" Add !:\.'~;) 
hl,plJ..n.e ease ~ Measure out J! I ;~ \~~:'l 
ope-half i peIf and mark ;' 'LJI; , - f ,q f~3~t ::e(;~!~2;~$~wi:.;N) 2,,1, ":,,,,!:'.,~; ~~ , ,~ "",, :~ ,~ 
the pattern the ,same amount 
down to the hemlJ.ae. Fig. 26. 
d. Complete the side sed 
line as follow.: . 
Draw ,8 l.1.ne trom the ' 
waistline ease A' to 
P, t he pla~e where 1t 
blends w1th dotted 
line of h1pline curve. 
Tbis can often be a 
rulerstra.1ght line.. 
The srune prooedure 1s 
follo wed 1n blend1ng 
the hipline ease B' 
wi th the h1pline 
eurve. This 1s 
shown in F1g_ 27. 
I Transplant' 
silhouette 
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8. Complete the new dart line, fold dart and perfeot the 
waistl1ne ourve and perfeot the hem11ne curve. 
9. Correct seam allowances in the altered areas as neoessary. 
Follow these directions for the skirt front. making the 
ohanges indioated. 
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RESHAPING OF HIP SILHOUETTE t TRANSPLANT' 
For hip-wars~1roumrerence difference 
Variance from the average 
The hip-wEJ.st difference in circumferenoe for the Vogue 
pattern is 9-10 inches. It the hip-waist difference is 
outside this normal difference range; correot for this as 
tollows: 
1. 'Transplant' the hip silhouette as usual, Item 7 1n the 
alteration method. Place the. French curve as shown 1n 
Fig. 28 or 29 to Qoincide with line AIBI between the three 
to five inch level. The upper. end. of the French curve 
. will fall outside the hip 'transplant- it the silhouette 
is quite rounded. It will fall inside the I transplant' 
it the silhouette curv~ ~.s tlll'.ttened. Trace along the 
French curve tor the new oorrected side seem line, A'IB'. 
2. Increase or decrease the size ot the dart by the amount ot 
inorease or decrease that occurs in the waistline. Make 
the dart larger or smaller by adding or'subtracting at 
both Sides of the dart. 
Generalizat1ons: A very straight hip requires a small 
amount of dart. 
F1g. 28. 
A very curved hlp requires a large 
amount of da.rt. 
H1pline wlth 
11 ttle curve 
L---f\----...;=snB' 
Fig. 29. Hipline with 
much curve 
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SUMMARY 
The major purpose of this research was to explore the 
feasibility of the development of a pattern alteration method 
based upon the use of a hip silhouette 'transplant' at the 
side seam of the skirt pattern. 
A oomparative measurement study of available oommercial 
basic patterns and of Vogue basic patterns in Misses sizes ten 
to twenty was made. The findings were arranged in tables which 
were used as a source of reference material. Some relation-
ships which were observed in the measurement data were useful 
in the determination of some test factors. The relationships 
which were observed and used were as follows: 
1. The skirt front pattern width was one inch greater at 
the waistline and one-half inch greater at the hip-
line than the skirt baok pattern width. 
2. As the amount of flare in the skirt inoreased, the 
width of the dart decreased. 
3. Measurements at four locations on the Vogue basic 
pattern l namely I waistline, hipline, distanoe from 
center front to front dart, and distance trom center 
back to back dart, all increased in measurement from 
one pattern size to the next but the increment was 
not uniform in rate or amount. All other measure-
ments remained relatively constant regardless of 
pattern size. 
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4. The difference between waistline-hipline circumference 
measurements and its relationship to dart width 
remained relatively constant regardless of increases 
in pattern size. 
The Vogue basic pattern was selected for use in the 
experimental work of this ~tudy because it was available 
. locally and it was the pattern used by the flat pattern classes 
ot Iowa State University. 
Thirteen women trom Iowa State University were measured 
and their hip silhouettes were drawn by an outside caliper while 
a girdle was worn. The caliper was developed by the Instrument 
Shop at Iowa State Univers1ty. An improv1sed ca11per consist-
ing of a fabric square w1th a pencil attached at the corner 
also was used to make hip s1lhouettes. The silhouettes made 
by the two instruments compared tavorably. 
Four ot the thirteen women who were measured 1n this 
study had partic1pated 1n a prev10us study of hip s11houettes 
by S1ster L1guor1 Ph111psz (20). Their hip silhouettes, taken 
without g1rdles, had been classitied into three types: tlat-
tened, rounded, and pear-shaped. It was observed in the 
present study that when girdles were worn some of the subjects 
changed from one type classification to another. 
Two groups of test factors, a minor group which was not 
directly concerned with the 'transplant' and a major group 
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which was d1rectly involved in the 'transplant' were eval-, 
uated. Poor fit 1n a test skirt was evidenced by the appear-
ance of 'pouches' at the hipbone level on the side seamline 
ot the skirt. Hip 'transplant' III was used successfully in 
achieving a well fitting skirt for the subject whose waist-
line-hip11ne circumference difference was similar to that of 
the Vogue basic pattern. This difference deviated rather 
widely for two subjects and it was neoessary to reshape the 
'transplant' by the use of a French curve. This reshaping 
resulted 1n an increase in waistline length for the subject 
whose hipline-waist11ne circumference differenoe was large 
and a decrease in waistline length for the subJeot whose 
waistline-hipline circumference d1fferenoe was small. The 
waist11ne of the pattern was restored to proper size by trans-
ferring the amount of waistline inorease or decrease to the 
dart, thus increasing or decreasing its size. This was con-
sistent with the principle that an individual whose hip measure-
ment is large requlres large darts and one whose hip measure-
ment is small requires small darts. 
Other factors which played a useful part in aohieving 
successful f1t were: 
1. The proportion formula which was used to determ1ne 
the width of the back and front darts. 
2. Adjustment of side seam, center front, and center 
back lengths. 
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3. Addition of flare by the pivot method: 
a. One inch of flare to the back. 
b. Reduction of the front dart to three-fourths 
inch with an automatic ~.ncrease in the amount 
of flare (usually about two inches). 
Satisfaction with the final test skirt was expressed by 
three of the subJects. Failure to reshape the 'transplant' to 
correct for deviation from the Vogue pattern of the waistline-
hipline circumference difference was a possible reason for the 
less satisfactory fit of the fourth final test skirt. No 
testing was done to confirm this because there was insuffi-
cient time to make such a test. This is onp. aspect of the 
study that merits future inVestigation. 
The end product of this research was a Hip Silhouette 
Pattern Alteration Method with illustrated directions geared 
to the students in a college flat pattern class and with 
accompanying directlons for the taking ot measurements, the 
making of the hlp sllhouette, the reshaping of the 'trans-
plant' for figures which devlated from normal and a Personal 
Measurement Record chart as well as a Personal Measurement 
Reference Table for the convenience of the students. 
Results of this research mlght indicate that there 
should be an optimum amount of curve in a side seam and that 
for silhouettes wl th a very flattened 01" a very rounded shape, 
satlsfactory fit ls best achleved by a decrease or lncrease ln 
dSrt slze beyond that predlcted by the proportion formula. 
, 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations c~~ be made on the basis of 
the results of this exploratory study: 
1. A study of the pattern alteration method with a 
larger number of subjeots. 
2. A study of the pattern alteration method with 
subjeots having a range of waistline-hipline circum-
terenoe differenoes. 
3. A study of the variation of tho method using the 
reshaped curve for subJeots with less or greater 
differenoes between the waistline and hipline 
ciroumferenoes with a larger number of subjeots. 
4. A study of the position ot the back flare keeping 
the front flare as in the basio skirt pattern. 
5. A study of the pattern alteration method using both 
the right and lett hip silhouettes. 
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Name: 
Method of oontaot: 
When available: 
I. Measurements: 
A. Circumference: 
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APPENDIX C 
DATA CHART 
1. \vaist: ___ _ 
(2 1/2" ease) 
2. Hips: ( no ease) (1·1/2" ease) (2" ease) 
B. Length: 
(at CB) 
RS LS OB 
RS LS CB 
C. Suggested alterations: 
